DEMYSTIFYING AUGMENTED
POLYMER DEPOSITION

INTRODUCTION
Augmented Polymer Deposition (APD) 3D printing technology was invented by Eugene
Giller, Founder of Rize Inc., who previously developed inkjet technology-based
approaches for rapid manufacturing
and rapid prototyping at Z Corporation
(later acquired by 3D Systems).
Eugene recruited Tom Davidson, Rize
VP of Engineering who had previously
worked with Eugene at Z Corporation,
to make APD a reality.
Despite the continued evolution of 3D
printing, Eugene saw that the
technology’s promise was far greater
than its real-world use. Especially for
Rize Founder and CTO, Eugene Giller (pictured right) and
Rize VP of Engineering, Tom Davidson (pictured left).
those who depend on prototyping to
help fuel innovation and for those
who see the potential for on-the-go production parts. Users have to make
sacrifices throughout the process, from file to usable part. Whether for material
properties or printer reliability, speed or ease of use, safety or strength, cleanliness or
software complexity, they can’t have it all, regardless of whether they use a desktop 3D
printer or large, expensive machine operating in an additive manufacturing lab. These
factors have been the barrier to large-scale commercial adoption of the technology.
Eugene and Tom set out to eliminate those sacrifices by developing a 3D printing
platform that would set a new standard for turnaround speed and ease of use in
industrial machines that could exist as comfortably and safely on desktops as they could
in additive manufacturing lab environments and have the capability to deliver the
industry’s holy grail: on-demand 3D printing of injection molded-quality parts.
This paper will define APD, outline how it works and describe the advantages of the
technology, the market potential and how APD will break the barriers to large-scale
commercial 3D printer adoption.
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AUGMENTED POLYMER DEPOSITION (APD)
Rize’s patented Augmented Polymer Deposition (APD) is an industrial-grade 3D printing
process that involves the simultaneous extrusion of a proprietary compound of medicaland engineering-grade thermoplastic and the jetting of functional inks, voxel (3D pixel)
by voxel through industrial print heads to change the material properties of the
thermoplastic.
This provides a myriad of capabilities and applications, but one of these embodied in
the Rize One 3D printer today, is the elimination of post-processing. Post-processing
refers to all processes required to make the part usable after the part finishes building in
the 3D printer, including support removal, sanding, painting, coating, curing and more.
All other 3D printers, including desktop 3D printers, require post-processing following
3D printing in order to produce a usable part.
After the thermoplastic support is extruded using APD, a print head jets a layer of
Release One ink between the support and the first layer of the part. The release ink
provides just enough bond to prevent the part from slipping during printing, but enables
the user to simply release the part from its support after printing, in seconds with their
bare hands in a typical office environment, without mess, chemicals, special facility and
storage requirements or filing.
Another capability provided today by APD’s simultaneous extrusion and voxel-level
jetting is the ability to 3D print high-definition text and images onto the part. In this case,
Marking Ink is jetted by the print head anywhere and anytime it’s called for in the file to
print directly onto parts.
How it Works

APD involves the simultaneous extrusion of thermoplastic and the jetting of functional inks, voxel by
voxel through industrial print heads to change the material properties of the thermoplastic.
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1. File preparation. Rize’s software automatically prepares the imported CAD file for
3D printing, including imperfect files.
2. 3D printing.
Rizium One is Rize’s proprietary compound of
a. The Rize™ One 3D printer heats and
engineering- and medical-grade thermoplastic
extrudes Rizium™ One, Rize’s
that exists high on the engineering
thermoplastic filament, to form the part’s
thermoplastic pyramid, rather than one material
such as polycarbonate (PC), acrylonitrile
support.
butadiene
styrene (ABS) or polylactic acid.
b. An industrial print head jets Release
While Rizium One has properties similar to PC,
One ink wherever it’s needed between
such as strength, it has twice the strength of
ABSPlus in the Z-axis.
the part and its support structure, to
weaken the bond between these two
layers.
c. Rize One continues to extrude Rizium One layer by layer until the part is
complete.
d. Functional inks are jetted between the layers of thermoplastic as needed to
change material properties voxel by voxel.
e. Marking Ink is also jetted wherever and whenever it’s called for in the file to
produce detailed text and images in and on the part.
3. Support release. The part’s support structure is simply released from the part
cleanly, safely and in seconds with bare hands. No filing, coating or other
procedures are needed. The part is ready to use.

ADVANTAGES OF APD
For many, 3D printing hasn’t been viable or optimized because it wasn’t robust enough
for the application, it wasn’t safe enough to use on the desktop in an office or the time
and hassles of pre- and post-processing severely limited its use and effectiveness. APD
solves these limitations.
Stronger Parts
Any given part is only as strong as its weakest
point. Z-directional strength is impacted by the
strength of the internal bond between the layers
of a part. Most 3D printing technologies are
unable to create parts that are as strong in the Zaxis as they are in the X- and Y-axes due to
weak bonds that form between each layer of
material. Those bonds are referred to as
anisotropic; that is, their physical properties have
different values when measured in different
directions.

Rize’s isotropic properties are twice as
strong as ABSPlus.
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Due to the way that the material bonds during the Rize APD process, Rizium One is
able to retain much of its isotropic properties. This means that parts printed with Rize’s
Rizium One compound thermoplastic are nearly isotropic, having almost the same
strength in all directions (X, Y and Z). Parts made this way only experience a 10-percent
loss in isotropic properties, compared to stock material (it’s important to note that not
even all injection-molded parts have 100-percent isotropy, due to the way that the mold
is created). In comparison, typical FDM parts lose around 40-percent of their Z-strength
and, therefore, are not nearly as strong as Rize parts.
Faster, Easier and Hassle-free
For years, engineers have complained about the various post-processing materials and
methods that leave 3D printed products sitting for hours, if not days, before they can be
evaluated, tested, improved and used. With parts available for immediate use after
printing, Rize opens a world of possibilities. An updated prototype for a critical
meeting tomorrow morning. An idea sent to a desktop overseas for evaluation
that same day. A manufacturing engineer keeping the assembly line humming by
creating a custom tool in a few hours. A mechanic printing and installing a custom part
while you wait. A direct link to a CT scanner that turns images into accurate replicas of
body parts on demand. Whether hastening time to market or time to install, the impact is
significant.

Today’s 3D printers all require post-processing after 3D printing before a part is usable, which is time
consuming, expensive, messy and hazardous, limiting them to specially-equipped facilities.

Zero post-processing also eliminates the hassles that frustrate users, keeping focus on
the creativity that’s essential to innovation and production. Gone are the messy and
toxic post-processing materials, the special hookups and space required for postprocessing devices and, most importantly, the hours of expensive labor required to deal
with all of it.
Benefits of Zero Post-Processing:
• Saves Time. It can take hours and even days to get a usable part after it
has been 3D printed. The part might need to spend hours sitting in a
chemical solvent bath before it can be used, or cured for hours before it
can be touched, or coated and painted to make it strong and smooth
enough to handle, or chiseled and sanded to make it smooth, or even
need powder carefully blown away to access the part.
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Gary Rabinovitz, Reebok's Additive Manufacturing Lab Manager says he
spends about 50% of his time post-processing parts, delaying when he
can deliver usable parts to his internal clients and minimizing the amount
of time he has to produce parts that are so critically needed by his product
designers and engineers. In an effort to achieve 24-hour turnaround on
parts, he finds himself working longer and longer hours.

In a support removal comparison between Rize APD and Stratasys FDM
using the same part, the Rize support was removed in 25 seconds at the
user’s desk, while the Stratasys method took three hours in a chemical
solvent bath that could only be used in a lab.

•

Cuts Costs. It is possible to put an ROI on post-processing, but the true
and often hidden costs might be surprising. The step, or series of steps,
involved in post-processing often takes several hours and time is money.
Labor cost and the cost implication of having engineering staff focus on
post-processing rather than
“We run our 3D printers 24/7 to create the
other aspects of their jobs. The
parts central to Reebok’s innovation, and,
unfortunately, post processing has been a
cost of chemicals needed for
necessary but laborious and time-consuming
post-processing, as well as the
process. An easy-to-use, zero postequipment and facilities required
processing 3D printer like Rize would
dramatically improve workflow, enabling us
must also be factored into the
to deliver parts as much as 50% faster than
equation. Reebok estimates that
similar technologies while reducing the cost
Rize One will pay for itself in
of labor, materials and equipment."
-Gary Rabinovitz, Additive
months in post-processing
Manufacturing Lab Manager,
labor, materials and equipment
Reebok
cost savings.

•

Office-safe. Although other desktop 3D printers can build parts of varying
quality on a desktop in an office, the parts must be post-processed
elsewhere. This means the user needs to take parts to another area of the
facility, if available, that is properly equipped for this use, to separate the
supports from the parts, sand and coat them, etc., in order to make them
usable. As such, these systems are not suitable or safe to use in the
office.
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Since our intent was to make the entire 3D printing process hassle-free, we also
focused on the front end of the process.
Making CAD (computer aided design) files 3D
“The ultimate aim is software
developed
to be as easy as clicking
printable, including overcoming hurdles like
‘print.’ This has been achieved — by
incomplete surfaces or mismatching surface
Raiz (Rize co-founder and inventor of
boundaries, can be a tedious, time consuming and
3D design software) and his team.”
–
Rachel Park, Disruptive Magazine
complex process. In fact, many users purchase
additional file-fixing software on top of their CAD
program to help with this activity. Still, even file-fixing software involves additional time,
considerable expertise and cost in order to generate a file that can be successfully 3D
printed.
Intelligence and sophistication built into the Rize software automatically identifies and
handles problems in the imported 3D file. Because the slicer tolerates imperfect 3D
files, the file can be printed quickly and easily, without the need for additional software
tools, enabling users to 3D print files in the software programs they use the most.
Industrial-class
Rize One is a robust and highly-reliable industrial machine. With a build volume of 12” x
8” x 6” (300mm x 200mm x 150mm) that will accommodate 80% of industrial parts, it
was designed to 3D print multiple parts simultaneously, on demand, 24 x 7 x 365.

Watertight, isotropic thermoplastic parts built with Rize’s APD process have a
resolution of 0.25mm and high-definition 300dpi text and images.

Likewise, parts printed using the APD process are industrial-quality, providing a
resolution of 0.25mm (250µ), high-definition text and images at 300dpi on isotropic,
watertight thermoplastic parts.
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Office Safe
It’s typically assumed that a 3D printer small enough to sit on a desk - and is therefore
called a desktop 3D printer - must be suitable to use in a typical office, healthcare or
educational environment. However, this is not the case.
It’s true that in order to use a 3D printer in an office, it must be compact enough to sit on
a desk, small table or credenza. But there’s more to it than physical size. Other
important requirements for introducing equipment into a relatively small, typical
workspace are that it be quiet, clean and safe to use. But there’s more. The key words
here are to use. As explained earlier, the process of 3D printing doesn’t just involve a
3D printer building a part. In addition to preparing a file in software, all other 3D printers,
including desktop 3D printers, require post-processing following 3D printing in order to
make the part usable. For example:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM): The 3D printed part spends around 4-8 hours
in a heated, agitated sodium hydroxide bath.
Stereolithography (SLA): The part is rinsed in alcohol, supports are cut or sanded
and the part is light cured.
Photopolymer Jetting: Supports are removed from the part using a water jet
system or wax oven.
Selective Laser Sintering (SLS): The part must be excavated from a bed of
powder and then fully de-powdered.
Digital Light Projection (DLP): The part is rinsed in alcohol, supports are cut or
sanded and the part is light cured.
Powder Bed Binding: The part must be excavated from a bed of powder and then
fully de-powdered, sanded (if smoothness is desired) and coated with a material
such as cyanoacrylate (CA).

These and other processes are not only time consuming, expensive and messy, in
many cases, they are also toxic. To be sure, none of them are suitable to use inside a
standard office. In fact, many require special venting, storage or disposal facilities and
equipment.
Moreover, the Illinois Institute of Technology recently conducted an emissions study
involving several desktop 3D printers and the results were sobering. They discovered
that numerous toxic particles, such as Styrene, Lactide and Acetic Acid are emitted from
these machines.
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A recent Illinois Institute of Technology study reveals toxic particle emissions among desktop 3D printers.

With APD, office safety and industrial quality are not
mutually exclusive. At just 21.4in. tall X 36in. wide X
25.4in. deep (543mm X 915mm X 644mm), Rize provides
the only full 3D printing process, desktop or otherwise, that
is suitable for a manufacturing engineer's office,
healthcare facility or classroom. The materials and
process are safe, Green and completely recyclable,
without any harmful emissions, materials or chemicals.
Rize’s APD process is entirely office
safe, with no harmful particle
emissions, chemicals or messy,
toxic post-processing; materials are
safe, Green and recyclable.

Not only does Rize bring reliable industrial 3D printing to
the engineer’s and product designer’s desktop, according
to Rabinovitz, it “would enable our designers to 3D print
themselves and reduce some of the workload from the
lab.”
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INDUSTRIES AND APPLICATIONS
APD transforms how products are designed and
manufactured across a broad range of industries,
from footwear and sporting equipment to consumer
goods, aerospace, automotive, government
agencies, medicine, architecture and many more,
opening up a world of possibilities for those who
depend on prototyping to help fuel innovation, for
those who see the potential for on-the-go
production parts, such as tools, fixtures and jigs,
and for those who produce a limited quantity of
customized end-use parts.

APD is ideal for prototypes, production tooling,
fixtures and jigs and customized end-use.
products

Rize’s APD is a completely hassle-free, office-safe and affordable commercial-class 3D
printing platform that produces a usable part faster than any other method. This makes
it ideal for a wide variety of commercial applications across a growing number of
markets to improve designs, increase accuracy, cut costs, streamline operations and
speed time to market.
Looking Ahead
APD provides the capability to bind thermoplastic with functional inks at the voxel level.
For easy support removal, this is Release One and for 3D printing detailed text and
images, this is Marking Ink. In future product releases, this ability will be expanded to
encompass the complete CMYK color profile for full, photorealistic color 3D printing.
Rize will also provide other functional materials, such as conductive, thermo-insulating
and thermo-conducting inks. One can immediately imagine other applications for voxellevel 3D printing. Creating active smart sensors to have a 3D-printed part that has
active materials in it. Or creating a battery within a 3D printed structure. The sky’s the
limit.
One specific application Rize is working on is the ability to change the mechanical
properties of the plastic by coating it with a flexible additive in order to produce
comfortable, yet effective hearing aids. Many of the world’s hearing aids today are 3D
printed with stereolighography (SLA) technology, which limits the structure of the device
to one material property. Leveraging APD, Rize will be able to 3D print them in such a
way that the interior channel of the hearing aid is rigid so that sound can bounce
through the hearing canal, while the exterior is coated in soft, flexible material so that it
fits comfortably in a wearer’s ear.
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SUMMARY
With APD, Rize has solved the limitations inherent in all other 3D printing technologies
that have been barriers to large-scale adoption of the technology. This represents
enormous market potential for Rize in the $12 trillion manufacturing sector and beyond.
Wohlers Associates, Inc. reports that the commercial 3D printing market grew five-fold
from 2009 to 2015 and forecasts more than four times growth from $6 billion in 2016 to
$26 billion by 2021. Plastics represent 80% of that market. Rize, powered by APD, is
best positioned to unlock 3D printing for new markets and drive the next wave of
innovation and advancement in product design and manufacturing.

https://www.rize3d.com
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